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STATE OF HAWAI‘I 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

Division of Aquatic Resources 
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813 

 
February 26, 2021 

 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawai‘i 
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 
 
 
Subject: Enforcement Action against Stephen Howard and Yukako Toriyama for 

Unlawful Collection of Aquatic Life for Aquarium Purposes within the 
West Hawai‘i Regional Fishery Management Area, Island of Hawai‘i. 

 
Summary: This submittal requests the Board of Land and Natural Resources find that 

Stephen Howard and Yukako Toriyama violated Hawaii Administrative 
Rules (“HAR”) §§ 13-60.4-4, 13-60.4-5, 13-60.4-6, 13-60.4-7, and 13-74-
20 by possessing illegal aquarium collection gear, illegal fishing gear, and 
fish collected for aquarium purposes within the West Hawai‘i Regional 
Fishery Management Area (“WHRFMA”); and that Steven Howard 
further violated HAR §§ 13-241-10, 13-243-1, and 13-244-15.5 by 
operating a vessel with an expired registration, without required safety 
equipment onboard, and without possessing a required boater safety 
certificate.  The Division of Aquatic Resources recommends that the 
Board of Land and Natural Resources approve the following proposed 
administrative fines: 1) Stephen Howard - $59,615; and 2) Yukako 
Toriyama - $48,800. 

 
Date of 
Incident: September 15, 2020 
 
Against: Stephen Howard 
 Yukako Toriyama 
   
 
Location of 
Incident: Within the West Hawaii Regional Fishery Management Area,1 

GPS coordinates: (19.3594˚, ‐155.8915˚), Island of Hawai‘i, Hawai‘i 
 

 

                                              
1 The WHRFMA extends from Ka Lae, Kaʻū (South Point) to ̒ Upolu Point, North Kohala, from the upper reaches 
of the wash of the waves on shore, seaward to the limit of the States police power and management authority (3 
nautical miles).  HAR § 13-60.4-2(a). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

At approximately 08:00 on September 15, 2020, the Department of Land and Natural Resources 
(“DLNR”) Division of Conservation and Resources Enforcement (“DOCARE”) Officer 
Christian Purdy received a report from Mike Nakachi (“Mike”) that a known aquarium collector, 
Stephen Howard (“HOWARD”), had launched his vessel (“HA 7045G”) from Honokohau Small 
Boat Harbor (“SBH”).  Mike reported that he observed what appeared to be aquarium collecting 
gear onboard the vessel HA 7045G as HOWARD launched it. Upon further investigation, it was 
discovered that HOWARD and his crew, Hitomi Sasaki (“SASAKI”) and Yukako Toriyama 
(“TORIYAMA”), had boarded vessel HA 7045G within the West Hawaii Regional Fishery 
Management Area (“WHRFMA”) without the required safety gear, in possession of illegal 
fishing gear, and they had illegally trapped known aquarium fish species in traps located within 
the WHRFMA.  DOCARE Officers, along with Division of Aquatic Resources (“DAR”) staff 
investigated and documented the incident.  The DOCARE Report is attached as Exhibit A.   
 
DAR recommends that the Board of Land and Natural Resources (“Board”) approve the 
proposed administrative fines of $59,615 against HOWARD and $48,800 against TORIYAMA 
for the unlawful aquarium collection activities. 
 

 
II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 
A. Recent history of the prohibition on Aquarium Collection in the WHRFMA 
 
The WHRFMA extends from Ka Lae, Kaʻū (South Point) to ʻUpolu Point, North Kohala, from 
the upper reaches of the wash of the waves on shore, seaward to the limit of the States police 
power and management authority (3 nautical miles).  The near shore waters of Ho’okena and the 
Honokohau SBH are well within the WHRFMA.  
 
It is a violation to possess “aquarium collecting gear” or take or possess any specimen of 
“aquatic life” for “aquarium purposes” while within the WHRFMA without proper permits under 
chapter 13-60.4, Hawaii Administrative Rules (“HAR”).  A detailed discussion of the legal 
authority for enforcement of these rules is discussed in section “III,” below. 
 
On September 7, 2017, DAR ceased issuing and renewing West Hawai̒ i aquarium permits under 
HAR § 13-60.4-7(a) and State of Hawai‘i aquarium fish permits under Hawaii Revised Statutes 
(“HRS”) § 188-31.  On October 27, 2017, by court order, all State of Hawai‘i commercial 
aquarium fish permits were declared invalid.2  As of January 5, 2018, there is a total prohibition 
on all commercial aquarium collection within the WHRFMA.  This prohibition includes transit 
through the WHRFMA with aquarium collection gear or while in possession of live aquatic life.   
 
B. The September 15, 2020 incident 
 
At approximately 08:00 on September 15, 2020, the DOCARE Officer Christian Purdy received 
a report that a known commercial aquarium fish collector, HOWARD, had launched his vessel 
                                              
2Umberger v. Dept. of Land & Nat. Res., 140 Haw. 500, 529, 403 P.3d 277, 306 (2017). 
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(“HA 7045G”) from Honokohau SBH.  The near shore waters of Hoʻokena and the Honokohau 
SBH are well within the WHRFMA. 
 
At approximately 09:10 Officer Purdy and DOCARE Officer Matthew Gutierrez observed vessel 
HA 7045G in Kailua Bay with HOWARD on board.  At the Kailua Pier, the officers observed 
HOWARD picking up two female passengers, later identified as Yukako Toriyama 
(“TORIYAMA”) and Hitomi Sasaki (“SASAKI”), after which vessel HA 7045G left Kailua Pier.   
 
Officers Purdy and Gutierrez launched a DOCARE patrol vessel and picked up National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”) Officer Kyle Murden to investigate.  The officers 
observed vessel HA 7045G near Hoʻokena at 19.3594˚, -155.8915˚.  The officers approached 
vessel HA 7045G for a safety inspection.  Officer Gutierrez personally recognized HOWARD 
and asked if anyone else was on the vessel; HOWARD replied he was alone.  Officer Gutierrez 
then recounted that he observed HOWARD pick up two passengers at Kailua Pier, to which 
HOWARD replied, “Oh, I just took them to swim with dolphins and dropped them back off.”  
Officer Gutierrez then informed HOWARD that the officers would conduct a safety boarding 
inspection.  Upon inspection, the officers observed that HOWARD’s certificate of number 
(vessel registration) was expired as defined under HAR § 13-241-10.  Additionally, HOWARD 
failed to possess the required boat operator’s certificate from a National Association of State 
Boating Law Administrator as required by HAR § 13-244-15.5 and safety equipment onboard 
vessel HA 7045G, including a signal conforming to U.S. Coast Guard standards, as required 
under HAR § 13-243-1.   
 
Due to the observed safety violations, the officers instructed HOWARD to terminate his voyage 
and return to harbor.  HOWARD began to proceed in, but then stopped his boat and inquired 
about the decision to terminate his voyage.  At this time, Officer Murden observed HOWARD 
reaching into his bag and into the boat center console.  Officer Murden then boarded 
HOWARD’s vessel for officer safety.  While onboard HOWARD’s boat Officer Murden 
observed gear, which he recognized based on his training and experience as prohibited aquarium 
collection gear.  The officers again asked about the location of the female passengers, HOWARD 
again denied having any other passengers with him.   
 
HOWARD returned to Honokohau SBH, where he was advised of the violations the officers 
observed him commit.  DOCARE Chief Lino Kamakau met HOWARD and the officers there.  
When Chief Kamakau again asked HOWARD for the location of the female passengers, 
HOWARD refused to answer.  Chief Kamakau then ordered a search and rescue mission with the 
assistance of Hawaii Police Department, Hawaii Fire Department, NOAA, and the Coast Guard. 
 
HOWARD was placed under arrest.  HOWARD asked, and the officers allowed him, to use his 
own cell phone to make a call. HOWARD, after allowed access to his cell phone, began to delete 
text messages from his phone.  When the officers attempted to retrieve the phone from 
HOWARD, HOWARD threw it into the water.  Officer Gutierrez recovered the phone from the 
water. 
 
At approximately 16:30, authorities received reports of two females wearing wetsuits at a gas 
station and carrying dive gear.  The females were subsequently identified as TORIYAMA and 
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SASAKI.  SASAKI told authorities that she had been with HOWARD on vessel HA 7045G 
earlier in the day and that she and TORIYAMA had been diving to collect fish.  SASAKI 
reported that they surfaced after their dive and could not find HOWARD or his vessel anywhere.  
According to SASAKI, she and TORIYAMA decided they would leave the fish they trapped in 
place inside the underwater collection baskets and swam to shore.  SASAKI believed she could 
locate the fish they left trapped in the collection baskets.  
 
At approximately 20:40, Officers Purdy and Gutierrez boarded a NOAA vessel with NOAA 
Special Agents Dave Carruthers and John Barylsky along with DAR Biologists Nicole Smith 
(“NIKKI”) and Christopher Teague (“CHRIS”) to attempt to recover the fish left trapped in the 
collection baskets.  NIKKI and CHRIS, following SASAKI’s instructions, were able to locate the 
aquarium gear, including a “lay net” with approximately one inch stretched mesh, and 235 
aquarium fish that SASAKI and TORIYAMA had abandoned.  DAR staff, along with the other 
officers present, investigated and documented the incident.   
 
At the time of the incident, HOWARD’s Commercial Marine License (“CML”), issued pursuant 
to HAR § 13-74-20(a) and § HRS § 189-2, was expired (#8565 expired June 27, 2020).  
TORIYAMA’s CML was also expired (#30262 expired March 02, 2018).  SASAKI had a valid 
CML (#17446).  None of the individuals possessed a valid State of Hawaii aquarium fish permit 
allowing possession of specialized aquarium fishing gear under HRS § 188-31, or a valid West 
Hawaii aquarium permit under HAR § 13-60.4-7(a).  Vessel HA 7045G was not registered as an 
aquarium collection vessel; Vessel HA 7045G did not have the “AQ” marking required to be 
visible on both sides of an aquarium collection vessel; Vessel HA 7045G did not have an 
aquarium pennant required for an aquarium collection vessel, all in violation of HAR § 13-60.4-
7.  Vessel HA 7045G also contained an unpermitted net with a stretched mesh of less than two 
and three-fourth inches, which also was not marked as aquarium collection gear as required 
under HAR § 13-60.4-4.  Two “slurp guns” were also found onboard.  Aside from SCUBA gear, 
holding containers, and other accessories, no other legal aquarium collecting gear was onboard.  
 
DAR staff NIKKI and CHRIS recovered the fish trapped in the collection baskets left in the 
water.  They quantified and identified the following fish recovered from the collection baskets: 
 

 Common Name  Scientific Name  Count  
 Yellow tang  Zebrasoma flavescens 189  
 Kole Ctenochaetus strigosus 18  
 Lavender Tang Acanthurus Nigrofuscus 11  
 Chevron Tang Ctenochaetus Hawaiiensis 6  
 Agile Chromis Chromis agilis 5*  
 Orangeband surgeonfish Acanthurus olivaceus 2  
 Multiband Butterflyfish Chaetodon multicinctus 1  
 Forcep Butterflyfish Forcipiger flavissimus 1  
 Manybar Goatfish Parupeneus multifasciatus 1*  
 Ornate Wrasse Calichoeres ornatissimus 1  
 Total Fish Count  235  
     
 *These species are not on the White List of fish permitted for aquarium collection.   

  See HAR § 13-60.4-7(b). 
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On September 16, 2020 at approximately 02:00, after identifying and quantifying all fish 
specimens illegally trapped and abandoned, DOCARE Officers released all 235 fish back into 
the ocean waters near where they were collected.  These data can be found in the DOCARE 
Investigative Report attached as Exhibit A. 
 
As noted in the DOCARE report, SASAKI has cooperated extensively with DOCARE during the 
investigation.  SASAKI also continues to cooperate with authorities in the enforcement of these 
violations.  In light of SASAKI’s substantial cooperation, DAR is not recommending any 
administrative fine be assessed against SASAKI. 

 
 

III. LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR ENFORCEMENT 
 
A. WHRFMA Regulations 

 
The WHRFMA is regulated by Hawaii Administrative Rules (“HAR”) Title 13, Chapter 60.4. 
 
“Aquarium collecting gear” is defined as “any equipment or gear adapted, designed, or 
commonly used to collect, capture or maintain aquatic life alive in a state of captivity, including 
but not limited to hand nets, fence or barrier nets, fiberglass, plastic, wood or metal 'tickle sticks' 
(including spears or similar implements used to manipulate the movement of aquarium fish or 
animals), catch buckets, keeps, baskets or venting needles.”  HAR § 13-60.4-3. 
 
“Aquarium collecting vessel” is defined “as any motorized or non-motorized vessel used by any 
person to collect, ferry, or scout for aquarium fish or animals.”  HAR § 13-60.4-3. 
 
“Aquarium purposes” is defined as “to hold aquatic life alive in a state of captivity, whether as 
pets, for scientific study, for public exhibition, for public display, or for sale for these purposes. 
Aquatic life collected under a valid aquarium permit may not be used for human consumption, 
for bait, or for other consumptive purposes.”  HAR § 13-60.4-3. 
 
“Aquatic life” is defined as “any type or species of mammal, fish, amphibian, reptile, mollusk, 
crustacean, arthropod, invertebrate, coral, or other animal that inhabits the freshwater or marine 
environment and includes any part, product, egg, or offspring thereof; or freshwater or marine 
plants, including seeds, roots, products, and other parts thereof.”  HAR § 13-60.4-3. 
 
“Fishing gear” is defined as “any spear, rod, reel, hook-and-line, slurp gun, or any other 
equipment or gear adapted, designed, or commonly used to take or capture aquatic life.”  HAR 
§ 13-60.4-3. 
 
“Lay net” is defined as “a panel of net mesh that is suspended vertically in the water with the aid 
of a float line that supports the top edge of the net upward towards the water surface and a lead 
line that keeps the bottom edge of the net downward towards the ocean bottom.”  HAR § 13-
60.4-3 
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“Take” is defined as “to fish for, catch, or harvest, or to attempt to fish for, catch, or harvest, 
aquatic life.  The use of any gear, equipment, tool, or any means to fish for, capture, or harvest, 
or to attempt to fish for, catch, capture, or harvest, aquatic life by any person who is in the water, 
or in a vessel on the water, or in the shoreline area where aquatic life can be fished for, caught, or 
harvested, shall be construed as taking.”  HAR § 13-60.4-3 
 
“White list” is defined as “a list of species of marine life that may be taken for aquarium 
purposes.”  HAR § 13-60.4-3. 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-2(b)(8) provides, in relevant part, that “[t]he following marine reserves, fish 
replenishment areas, and netting restricted areas shall be established within the boundaries of the 
WHRFMA. . . Ho‘okena fish replenishment area, identified on shore to the north by Loa Point 
and to the south by Ka‘ū Loa Point.” 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-4(3)(A) provides, in relevant part, that while within the WHRFMA, no person 
shall “[p]ossess aquarium collecting gear, or take or possess any specimen of aquatic life for 
aquarium purposes: . . . [b]etween sunset and sunrise.” 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-4(3)(B) provides, in relevant part, that while within the WHRFMA, no person 
shall “[p]ossess aquarium collecting gear, or take or possess any specimen of aquatic life for 
aquarium purposes: . . . [w]ithout holding a valid West Hawai‘i aquarium permit issued pursuant 
to section 13-60.4-7(a).” 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-4(3)(D) provides, in relevant part, that while within the WHRFMA, no person 
shall “[p]ossess aquarium collecting gear, or take or possess any specimen of aquatic life for 
aquarium purposes: . . . [w]hile occupying any vessel that does not conform to the registration 
and marking requirements of section 13-60.4-7(d).3” 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-4(4) provides in relevant part that while within the WHRFMA, no person shall 
“[p]ossess or use any net or container employed underwater to capture or hold aquatic life alive 
for aquarium purposes, that is not labeled with the commercial marine license number or 
numbers of the person or persons owning, possessing or using the equipment.” 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-5(b)(2) provides, in relevant part, that “[w]hile within the fish replenishment 
areas described in section 13-60.4-2(b)(2) to (10), or while within any of the areas listed in 
section 13-60.4-2(c) other than the Kīholo Bay fisheries management area, no person may. . . 
[p]ossess any aquarium collecting gear, or take or possess any specimen of aquatic life for 
aquarium purposes.” 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-6(a) provides in relevant part that “[i]t is unlawful for any person within the 
West Hawai‘i regional fishery management area to . . . (1) Possess or use a lay net that has not 
been registered with the department; [or] (3) Possess or use a lay net . . . (B) With less than two 
and three-fourths inches stretched mesh.” 
 
                                              
3HAR § 13-60.4-4(3)(D) incorrectly references section 13-60.4-7(d).  The correct reference is HAR § 13-60.4-7(c). 
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HAR § 13-60.4-7(a) provides in relevant part that “[n]o person, unless exempted from provisions 
of this chapter by the issuance and possession of a valid special activity permit under section 
187A-6, Hawaii Revised Statutes, shall engage in aquarium collecting activities within the West 
Hawai‘i regional fishery management area without first having been issued and possessing a 
West Hawai‘i aquarium permit in addition to a valid State of Hawai‘i aquarium fish permit.” 
 
Chromis agilis  and Parupeneus multifasciatus are not on the White List of fish permitted for 
aquarium collection with a valid WHRFMA Aquarium Permit.  HAR § 13-60.4-7(b). 
 
HAR § 13-60.4-7(c)(1–3) provides, in relevant part that “[a]ll aquarium collecting vessels shall:  
(1) Be registered every year with the Division of Aquatic Resources West Hawai‘i (DAR-Kona)  
office to take aquatic life for aquarium purposes within the West Hawai‘i regional fishery  
management area . . . (2) Clearly display the capital letters ‘AQ’ permanently affixed to both  
sides of the vessel . . . (3) Fly a ‘stiffened’ flag or pennant from the vessel with the letter ‘A’ as  
specified by the department. . . .  The flag or pennant shall be displayed and clearly visible from 
both sides of the vessel at all times while aquarium collecting gear or collected aquarium marine 
life or both are onboard.” 
 
B. Commercial Marine License (CML) Regulations 

 
License requirements are found in HAR Title 13, Chapter 74. 
 
A “commercial marine license” is defined as “a license issued to take marine life within or 
outside the State for commercial purpose.” HAR § 13-74-1. 
 
“Commercial purpose” means “the taking of marine life for profit or gain or as a means of 
livelihood where the marine life is taken in or outside of the State, or where the marine life is 
sold, offered for sale, landed, or transported for sale anywhere in the State.” HAR § 13-74-1. 
 
HAR § 13-74-20(a) states in relevant part that “[n]o person shall take marine life for commercial 
purposes whether the marine life is caught or taken within or outside of the State, without first 
obtaining a commercial marine license.” 
 
C. Fishing Gear Regulations 

 
Fishing gear regulations are found in HAR Title 13, Chapter 75. 
 
“Stretched mesh” is defined as “the straight line distance between two opposite inner edges of 
each eye of the net mesh as measured when the eye is stretched to its maximum size.”  HAR 
§ 13-75-1. 

 
D.  Boating Safety Regulations 

 
HRS § 200-31(a) states in relevant part that “[e]very undocumented vessel shall be registered 
and numbered before its use or operation on or in the waters of the State on an annual basis in 
accordance with the rules of the department . . .” 
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HAR § 13-241-10 states in relevant part that “[t]he original certificate of number initially issued 
to a vessel pursuant to this chapter shall continue in full force and effect for a period ending one 
year from the date of issuance . . . [a] certificate of number issued pursuant to this chapter may 
be renewed . . . [a] certificate of number is void after the date of expiration.” 
 
HAR § 13-243-1(a) states in relevant part that “[e]quipment required by vessels on state waters 
. . .  shall conform to the standards set forth in U.S. Coast Guard Navigation Rules.” 
 
HAR § 13-244-15.5(a) states in relevant part that “[a]ny person operating a power driven vessel 
on the waters of the State shall be required to possess a certificate of completion from a National 
Association of State Boating Law Administrators.” 

 
E. Administrative Fines Authorized for Violations of HAR Title 13, Chapters 60.4 and 

74 
 
HRS § 187A-12.5(c) provides the administrative penalties for violations relating to aquatic 
resources,4 including HAR §§ 13-60.4 (WHRFMA) and 13-74 (CML), as follows:   
 

(1) For a first violation, a fine of not more than $1,000; (2) For a second violation 
within five years of a previous violation, a fine of not more than $2,000; and (3) 
For a third or subsequent violation within five years of the last violation, a fine of 
not more than $3,000. 

 
HRS § 187A-12.5(e) also provides that “[i]n addition to subsection (c), a fine of up to $1,000 
may be levied for each specimen of all other aquatic life taken, killed, or injured in violation of 
subtitle 5 of title 12 or any rule adopted thereunder.”  The definition of “aquatic life” includes 
fish.  See HRS § 187A-1. 
 
F. Administrative Fines Authorized for Violations of HAR Title 13, Chapters 241, 243, 

and 244 
 
HRS § 200-14.5(c) provides the administrative penalties for violations relating to boating and 
ocean recreation,5 including HAR §§ 13-241 (Numbering of Vessels), 13-243 (Vessel 
Equipment Requirements), and 13-244 (Rules of the Road), as follows: 
 

(1) For a first violation or a violation beyond five years of a previous violation, a 
fine of not more than $5,000; (2) For a second violation within five years of a 
previous violation, by a fine of not more than $10,000; and (3) For a third or 
subsequent violation within five years of the last violation, by a fine of not more 
than $15,000. 

                                              
4 HRS § 187A-12.5(b) specifically addresses violations involving threatened or endangered species.  Subsection (c) 
covers “all other violations.” 
5 HRS § 200-14.5(b) specifically addresses violations involving pollution of the waters of the State.  Subsection (c) 
covers “all other violations.” 
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IV. APPLICATION OF LAW AND RECOMMENDED FINE 

 
A. Applicable violations 
 
The following rules were violated:  
 
1) HAR § 13-60.4-4(3)(A) – possession of aquarium collecting gear, or take or possession 

of any specimen of aquatic life for aquarium purposes between sunset and sunrise 
within the WHRFMA.  Both HOWARD and TORIYAMA were in possession of aquarium 
gear and had taken several hundred specimens of live aquatic life within the WHRFMA until 
the fish were released by DOCARE Officers at approximately 02:00 on the morning of 
September 16, 2020.  
  

2) HAR § 13-60.4-4(3)(B) – possession of aquarium collecting gear or aquatic life for 
aquarium purposes without a valid West Hawaiʻi aquarium permit.  Neither HOWARD 
nor TORIYAMA held a valid West Hawai̒ i aquarium permit.  They were collectively in 
possession of aquarium collecting gear on the vessel HA 7045G and live aquatic life 
collected in the traps in the water. 

 
3) HAR § 13-60.4-4(3)(D) – possession of aquarium collecting gear or aquatic life for 

aquarium purposes on an unregistered/unmarked aquarium collection vessel.  
HOWARD was in possession of aquarium collecting gear onboard vessel HA 7045G, which 
was an unregistered and unmarked aquarium collecting vessel. 

 
4) HAR § 13-60.4-4(4) – possession of unmarked commercial aquarium collecting gear. 

HOWARD and TORIYAMA were collectively in possession of aquarium collecting gear (a 
small mesh net) onboard vessel HA 7045G, and this gear was not labeled with the CML 
number or numbers of the person or persons owning, possessing or using the equipment.  
Without labels to identify who owned, possessed, or used the gear, possession should be 
attributed to all persons onboard.  A similar net was recovered from the location where 
TORIYAMA left the fish in the collection baskets.  
 

5) HAR § 13-60.4-5(b)(2) – possession of aquarium collecting gear, or take or possession of 
any specimen of aquatic life for aquarium purposes within a Fish Replenishment Area.  
HOWARD and TORIYAMA were collectively in possession of aquarium collection gear and 
aquatic life for aquarium purposes within the Hoʻokena Fish Replenishment Area, HAR §13-
60.4-2(b)(8). 
 

6) HAR § 13-60.4-6(a)(1) – possession of an unregistered lay net.  HOWARD and 
TORIYAMA were collectively in possession of an unregistered lay net onboard the vessel 
HA 7045G.  A similar lay net was recovered from the location where TORIYAMA left the 
fish in the collection baskets.   
 

7) HAR § 13-60.4-6(a)(3)(B) – possession or use of a lay net which is of less than two and 
three-fourths inches stretched mesh.  HOWARD and TORIYAMA were collectively in 
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possession of an approximately one-inch meshed net onboard the vessel HA 7045G.  A 
similar lay net was recovered from the location where TORIYAMA left the fish in the 
collection baskets.   
 

8) HAR § 13-60.4-7(a) – engaging in aquarium collecting activities without a valid State of 
Hawai‘i aquarium fish permit.  Neither HOWARD, TORIYAMA, nor anyone in the State 
held a valid State of Hawai̒ i aquarium fish permit under HRS § 188-31 at the time of the 
alleged violations.  The presence of aquarium collecting gear onboard HA 7045G and the 
live aquatic life collected in the traps that remained in the water suggest that it is more likely 
than not that both HOWARD and TORIYAMA engaged in illegal aquarium collecting 
activities in the WHRFMA.  Although “aquarium collecting activities” is not specifically 
defined by the rules, DAR has consistently interpreted the term as encompassing all actions, 
including vessel operation and transportation, associated with the collection of aquarium fish. 

 
9) HAR § 13-60.4-7(b) – possession of non-white list species.  HOWARD and TORIYAMA 

were collectively in possession of live Agile Chromis (Chromis agilis) and Manybar Goatfish 
(Parupeneus multifasciatus) recovered from the traps in the water. 

 
10) HAR § 13-60.4-7(c)(1) – failure to register as an aquarium collecting vessel.  The vessel 

HA 7045G was not registered as an aquarium collection vessel as required by law.  
HOWARD was the last registered owner of the vessel HA 7045G.   

 
11) HAR § 13-60.4-7(c)(2) – failure to display the required “AQ” marking on both sides of 

the vessel.  Vessel HA 7045G did not clearly display the capital letters “AQ” permanently 
affixed to both sides of the vessel as required by law for aquarium collecting vessels. As the 
last registered owner of vessel HA 7045G, HOWARD was responsible.   

 
12) HAR § 13-60.4-7(c)(3) – failure to display the aquarium pennant.  The vessel HA 7045G 

did not fly a “stiffened” flag or pennant from the vessel with the letter “A” as required by law 
for aquarium collecting vessels with aquarium collecting gear or collected aquarium marine 
life onboard.  As the operator and last registered owner of vessel HA 7045G, HOWARD was 
responsible. 

 
13) HAR § 13-74-20(a) – take of marine life for commercial purpose without a valid CML.   

Neither HOWARD nor TORIYAMA had a valid CML, which is required to take marine life 
for commercial purpose.  The definition of “commercial purpose” includes “the taking of 
marine life for profit or gain… where the marine life is… landed, or transported for sale 
anywhere in the State.”  Considering the quantity of aquarium fish recovered from the traps 
and the possession of a CML by SASAKI, it is more likely than not that HOWARD and 
TORIYAMA took marine life for commercial purpose.   

 
14) HAR § 13-241-10 – period of validity and renewal of certificate of number.  

HOWARD’s certificate of number for vessel HA 7045G was expired and therefore invalid. 
 
15) HAR § 13-243-1(a) – distress signals required on vessels.  HOWARD was not in 

possession of the required distress signal onboard the vessel HA 7045G.   
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16) HAR § 13-244-15.5(a) – possession of a certificate of completion from a National 

Association of State Boating Law Administrators.  HOWARD was not in possession of 
the required certificate of completion onboard the vessel HA 7045G.   

 
B. Maximum authorized fines 
 
HRS § 187A-12.5 authorizes an administrative fine of $1,000 for a first-time violation of Subtitle 
5 of Title 12, HRS (Aquatic Resources and Wildlife), as well as an additional $1,000 per 
specimen taken.   
 
HRS § 200-14.5 authorizes an administrative fine of $5,000 for a first violation of subtitle 8 of 
Title 12, HRS (Ocean Recreation and Coastal Areas). 
 
As outlined above, HOWARD violated thirteen distinct aquatic resource rules, which carries a 
maximum fine of $13,000, and three distinct ocean recreation (boating) rules, which carries a 
maximum fine of $15,000, for a maximum total fine of $28,000; TORIYAMA violated nine 
distinct aquatic resource rules, which carries a maximum fine of $9,000. 
 
Given the documented unlawful possession of 235 live fish recovered from the traps, the 
maximum administrative fine authorized for the specimens taken would be $ 235,000, 
attributable to the two respondents jointly and severally. 
 
C. Recommended fines 
 
The Board has broad discretion in assessing administrative fines for violations of the 
Department’s administrative rules.   
 
Aquatic Resource Violations 
In 2014, the Board adopted an Administrative Sanctions Schedule to facilitate the 
standardization of enforcement for violations of aquatic resource laws.  This schedule 
recommends a $200 fine for each of the applicable aquatic resource violations and a $200 fine 
per specimen taken.6  Based on this schedule, the recommended fine for aquatic resource 

                                              
6Item 2-3. Category 3 Violations – Unlawful Fishing Gear; Unlawful Vessel Activity. 

 (b) A person commits a category 3 violation if he or she violates any of the following provisions: 

(1) Rules… relating to the use or possession of unlawful fishing gear or methods within any 
MLCD, Marine FMA, or Freshwater FMA; 

(2) Rules… relating to unlawful mooring, anchoring, or operation of a vessel within any 
MLCD, Marine FMA, or Freshwater FMA; 

(3) Rules… relating to unlawful fishing for aquatic life without an appropriate license or 
permit, where a license or permit is required; … 

(c) For category 3 violations, administrative fines shall be imposed as follows: 

(1) For a first category 3 violation, an administrative fine of up to $200 shall be assessed… 
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violations against HOWARD alone (thirteen distinct violations) is $2,600; the fine against 
TORIYAMA alone (nine distinct violations) is $1,800; and the fine against both respondents 
jointly and severally for the 235 live fish recovered is $47,000.  
 
Boating Violations 
The Board has also adopted an Administrative Sanctions Schedule for certain boating violations.  
This schedule recommends a $15 fine for a first violation of HRS § 200-31.7, 8 The schedule does 
not contain recommendations for violations of HAR §§ 13-243-1 (distress signals) or 13-244-
15.5 (boating safety certificate).  However, these rules involve boating safety and mirror national 
boating safety requirements.  Therefore, the Department recommends the maximum fine of 
$5,000 for each of these violations. 
 
Based on the above, the following individual fines are suggested: 
 
Yukako Toriyama 
 
Violations Fine Count Total 

Possession of aquarium gear between 
sunrise and sunset 

$200 1 $200 

No West Hawaii Aquarium Permit $200 1 $200 
Unmarked aquarium gear $200 1 $200 
Possession of aquarium gear/fish in FRA $200 1 $200 
Unregistered lay net in the WHRFMA $200 1 $200 
Illegally meshed lay net in the WHRFMA $200 1 $200 
No State Aquarium Permit $200 1 $200 
Possession of non-white list species  $200 1 $200 
No CML $200 1 $200 
Specimens unlawfully taken/possessed $200 235 $47,000 

Total Fine   $48,800 
 
 
 

                                              
(d) In addition to any fines assessed for a category 3 violation… an additional fine shall be assessed 

for each specimen of aquatic life taken, killed, or injured… as provided for in Items 2-4(c), (d), & 
(e) of this Administrative Sanctions Schedule. 

Item 2-4. Category 4 Violations – Unlawful Extractive Activity. 

(c) For category 4 violations, except as provided in Items 2-4(d) and (e), below, administrative fines 
shall be imposed as follows: 

(1) For a first category 4 violation, an administrative fine of up to $200 per specimen shall be 
assessed… 

7 Item 3-1. Violations Pertaining to the Registration of Vessels (§200-31, §200-14.5, HRS) 

(c) For a first offense of §200-31, HRS, an administrative fine of up to $15 shall be assessed… 
8 HRS § 200-31 is implemented by HAR § 13-241-10. 
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Stephen Howard 
 
Violations Fine Count Total 

Possession of aquarium gear between 
sunrise and sunset 

$200 1 $200 

No West Hawaii Aquarium Permit $200 1 $200 
Aquarium gear on unregistered vessel $200 1 $200 
Unmarked aquarium gear $200 1 $200 
Possession of aquarium gear/fish in FRA $200 1 $200 
Unregistered lay net in the WHRFMA $200 1 $200 
Illegally meshed lay net in the WHRFMA $200 1 $200 
No State Aquarium Permit $200 1 $200 
Possession of non-white list species  $200 1 $200 
Failure to register as aquarium vessel $200 1 $200 
Failure to display “AQ” $200 1 $200 
Failure to display pennant $200 1 $200 
No CML $200 1 $200 
Expired Certificate of Number $15 1 $15 
Failure to possess distress signal $5,000 1 $5,000 
Failure to possess boating certificate $5,000 1 $5,000 
Specimens unlawfully taken/possessed $200 235 $47,000 

Total Fine   $59,615 
 
D. Other considerations 
 
In assessing fines, the Board may also consider the market value of the natural resources taken,9 
as well as pecuniary gains that may be potentially realized by the respondent from an 
unauthorized commercial activity.10  The following table shows current retail prices of the 
unlawfully taken aquarium fish species as listed on three online tropical fish stores on January 4, 
2021, as well as the average price per species.  The approximate total retail value of the 235 
illegally taken specimens is shown in the right-hand column. 
 
Species 
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Average 
Retail 
Price 

Count Total Retail 
Value 

Yellow tang $114.99 $69.98 $129.99 $104.99  189 $19,843.11  
Kole $99.99 $82.98 $99.99 $94.32  18 $1,697.76  
Lavender Tang $34.99   $34.99  11 $384.89  
Orangeband surgeonfish $59.99 $54.95 $129.99 $81.65  6 $489.90  
Chevron Tang $349.99 $185.98 $699.99 $411.99  5 $2,059.95  
Agile Chromis $29.99   $29.99  2 $59.98  

                                              
9HAR § 13-1-70(c)(1). 
10HAR § 13-1-70(c)(7). 
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Multiband Butterflyfish   $49.99* $49.99  1 $49.99  
Manybar Goatfish   $49.99 $49.99  1 $49.99  
Forcep Butterflyfish $69.99 $69.98 $54.99 $64.99  1 $64.99  
Ornate Wrasse   $29.99* $29.99 1 $29.99  
TOTAL      $24,730.55 

 
 * Exact species not listed, lowest price listed for a butterflyfish or wrasse 
 
 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. That the Board find that Stephen Howard violated HAR §§ 13-60.4-4(3)(A, B & D), 13-

60.4-4(4), 13-60.4-4(5)(b)(2), 13-60.4-6(a)(1), 13-60.4-6(a)(3)(B), 13-60.4-7(a), 13-60.4-
7(b), 13-60.4-7(c)(1), 13-60.4-7(c)(2), 13-60.4-7(c)(3), 13-74-20(a), 13-241-10, 13-243-
1(a), and 13-244-15.5(a). 
 

2. That the Board find that Yukako Toriyama violated HAR §§13-60.4-4(3)(A), 13-60.4-
4(3)(B), 13-60.4-4(4), 13-60.4-4(5)(b)(2), 13-60.4-6(a)(1), 13-60.4-6(a)(3)(B), 13-60.4-
7(a), 13-60.4-7(b), and 13-74-20(a). 

 
3. That the Board not take any administrative action against that Hitomi Sasaki at this time. 
 
4. That the Board assess an administrative fine of $59,615.00 against Stephen Howard and 

$48,800 against Yukako Toriyama to be paid within 60 days of the date of this submittal. 
 
 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
______________________________ 
Brian Neilson, Administrator 
Division of Aquatic Resources 

 
 
 
APPROVED FOR SUBMITTAL: 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Suzanne D. Case, Chairperson 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
 

https://stateofhawaii.na1.adobesign.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAbJXSalacokpL4dr0xf7ILEoSO96w_N_w
https://stateofhawaii.na1.adobesign.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAbJXSalacokpL4dr0xf7ILEoSO96w_N_w
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